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SUMMARY OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING 9/11/06 
CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Herndon at 3:20 P.M. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the 4/24/06 meeting by Senator 
Strauss; second by Senator Hitlan. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
Emily Christensen, Courier, was present. 
COMMENTS FROM PRESIDENT ALLEN 
Chair Herndon noted that President Allen talked with the Senate 
at their retreat on Saturday, September 9 but was interested in 
attending the first Senate meeting as well. 
President Allen stated that he would like to follow up with the 
four points he highlighted at the Faculty Meeting that was held 
August 28, and seek input advice on another issue. 
The first item is to ask for ideas to enhance communication from 
the President's Office. 
The second point is his views on enrollment, including his 
concerns on enrollment trends, what that means, and what it will 
suggest in terms of strategies. 
The third issue is the important known personnel decisions the 
he will be faced with, including the Vice-President for Academic 
Affairs and the Provost position. Interim Provost Lubker's 
agreeing to continue for an additional year will allow him more 
time to get a better understanding of this institution and its 
issues. He must also deal with the appointment of Vice-
President for Educational Student Affairs. This appointment has 
been put on hold until a task force can look at the organization 
structure of that unit to make sure that everyone who should be 
in it is included and if some units could be better positioned 
some place else. 
The fourth issue, which is a huge challenge, is developing the 
'~ FY 2008 budget, given some likely assumptions about what the 
state will do, what tuition levels will be, and enrollment 
numbers. Another assumption, which is not so important here but 
is becoming increasingly important, is how much indirect costs 
from sponsored funding come into play. Private fund raising is 
very important but it can't be used to sustain programs. 
He noted that this will be a very challenging budget year, but 
he is hopeful that the state will increase its support for 
higher education and he will continue to push for that as the 
president of a university and that the Board of Regents (BOR) 
will also continue to do so. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, CYNTHIA HERNSON 
Chair Herndon noted that the first thing that she would like to 
do is acknowledge the tragic events that happened five years ago 
today. 
She thanked all the senators who attended the Faculty Senate 
retreat on Saturday, 9/09, and hoped that it was productive and 
valuable for all. 
Chair Herndon stated that at the end of the retreat they 
discussed "Good to Great: Why some companies make the leap and 
others don't," which she thought President Allen has had cabinet 
members read. She suggested that the · Senate purchase several 
copies and make them available for the senators so that the 
Senate would be familiar with some of the ideas the 
administration is discussing. 
Chair Herndon noted that the distribution of the Faculty Senate 
minutes to senators for their review prior to the meeting is an 
issue that needs to be reviewed. Do senators want to receive 
those as hard copies or electronically? Discussion followed 
with Senator Gray noting that he would prefer a hard copy or 
electronic version in PDF that could be opened with any program, 
over a Microsoft format. Discussion followed with the general 
consensus being that it was ok to email the rough draft minutes 
to Senators prior to their voting on them at the meeting. 
Chair Herndon reiterated what President Allen previously noted 
on maintaining and improving communication, and that she is 
willing to assist wherever she can and will be representing the 
Faculty Senate in the Campus Advisory Group. She also noted 
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that she hopes to meet once or twice a semester with the chairs 
of the college senates, thus having another means of 
communication. 
This past summer she, along with senators who were available, 
had two meetings with Interim Provost Lubker on the budget and 
emailed out limited comments of these meetings to the senate; 
one having to do with the surcharge that came up at the end of 
the spring semester and one having doing with the 2007 budget 
being proposed at the BOR meeting. She and several of the 
senators also met with President Allen earlier in the summer as 
he was getting to know campus leaders, to discuss and offer 
feedback on various topics. 
Chair Herndon reported that she also responded, with the 
assistance of several senators, to the draft of a revision to 
the Student Conduct Code. It is an extensive revision which was 
approved by the Cabinet and is available on-line. 
In correspondence with Associate Provost Koch, Chair Herndon 
approved the temporary use of space in the ITTC, the former East 
Gym. Office space for Academic Assessment with Dr. Vinton and 
the Liberal Arts Core (LAC) Office with Dr. Siobahn Morgan were 
both approved, as was space for the Carver Institute Grant. 
This space had initially been planned for the Center for 
Excellence of Teaching and Learning. 
Chair Herndon noted that she also represented the Faculty Senate 
on the on-line student assessment process, put together by the 
Provost, discussing the ins and outs, advantages, disadvantages. 
This will be a pilot study this semester. 
Chair Herndon reported that she attended her first BOR meeting 
in her official capacity as Faculty Senate Chair in Iowa City. 
She also attended the Council of Provosts with Interim Provost 
Lubker. She noted that the BOR will be meeting here at UNI on 
Wednesday and Thursday, September 27 and 28. 
COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER 
Interim Provost Lubker stated that he has a request involving 
curriculum, and realizes that curriculum belongs to the Senate. 
He would like a task force put together made up of members of 
the Senate, University Curriculum Committee (UCC), and the LAC 
to do a study of what we're doing here with our curricula, with 
our LAC, and see if there are ways to improve, make it more 
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efficient, while keeping the kind of quality we want to have. 
He asked the Senate to give him names for a task force, and he 
will talk with the LACC and the UCC to make a joint task force. 
Discussion followed. 
Motion by Senator Funderburk to put "Task Force To Study the UNI 
Curriculum" on the docket at the 9/25/06 meeting to decide if 
the Senate would like to form such a committee; second by 
Senator Gray. Motion passed. 
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, SUE JOSLYN 
Faculty Chair Joslyn stated that she talked with the Northern 
Iowa Student Government (NISG) about Turnitin.com program to 
provide them with information. 
She also noted that she would like to continue the Academic 
Rigor group meetings throughout this year and has set three days 
aside for this, Thursday, September 21, Friday, October 2, and 
Wednesday, December 6, with all the meetings being held from 
noon to 1:00 P.M. She will get information out once she has 
room confirmation. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
909 Academic Calendar 2007 - 2012 
Motion to docket in regular order as item # 819 by Senator 
O'Kane; second by Senator VanWormer. Motion passed. This item 
will be addressed at the 9/25/06 meeting. 
910 Support for International Faculty at UNI 
Motion to docket in regular order as item # 820 by Senator 
Christensen; second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. This 
item will be addressed at the 9/25/06 meeting. 
911 Representation on Honor Code Task Force 
Motion to docket in regular order as item # 821 by Senator 
Strauss; second by Senator Mvuyekure. Motion passed. This item 
will be addressed at the 9/25/06 meeting. 
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NEW BUSINESS 
Shioban Morgan, Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) Chair, was 
present to update the Senate on the activities of the LACC and 
what will be coming forward to the Senate this year. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
802 Interruption of Classes by Public Safety Personnel 
Chair Herndon noted that there is nothing to continue with on 
this at this time. 
Multi-Modal Facility Update 
Chair Herndon stated that the UNI Cabinet has decided to not 
take this project forward but that the committee will continue 
to meet. 
Interim Provost Lubker remarked that he may have more 
information at the next senate meeting but that the Multi-Modal 
Facility as it was described is not going to happen. 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
917 Emeritus Status request, Marilyn D. Story, Department of 
Design, Textiles, Gerontology and Family Studies, effective 
7/06 
Motion to approve by Senator Marshall; second by Senator Heston. 
Motion passed with 2 abstentions. 
918 Annual Report of the Military Science Liaison and Advisory 
Committee 
Kenneth Atkinson, Chair of the Military Science Liaison and 
Advisory Committee, and LTC Chris E. Lukasiewicz were present to 
discuss the report. 
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Motion to receive the report by Senator Heston; second by 
Senator Strauss. Motion passed with one abstention. 
Senator O'Kane distributed information, A Call for a Discussion 
of Post-Tenure Review, which he compiled from the Senate's 
discussion at their retreat. 
Motion to bring this forward as a calendar item for the 
September 25, 2006 meeting by Senator O'Kane; second by Senator 
Tallakson. Motion passed with one abstention. 
ADJOURNMENT 
DRAFT FOR SENATOR'S REVIEW 
MINUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
9/11/06 
1636 
PRESENT: Maria Basom, David Christensen, Jeffrey Funderburk, 
Paul Gray, Cindy Herndon, Melissa Heston, Rob Hitlan, Sue 
Joslyn, Shashi Kaparthi, James Lubker, David Marchesani, Pierre-
Damien Mvuyekure, Steve O'Kane, Phil Patton, Jerome Soneson, 
Laura Strauss, Denise Tallakson, Katherine VanWormer, Susan 
Wurtz 
Jerilyn Marshall was attending for Barb Weeg. 
Absent: Susan Koch, Michael Licari 
CALL TO ORDE~ 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Herndon at 3:20 P.M. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the 4/24/06 meeting by Senator 
Strauss; second by Senator Hitlan. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
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Emily Christensen, Courier, was present. 
COMMENTS FROM PRESIDENT ALLEN 
Chair Herndon noted that President Allen talked with the Senate 
at their retreat on Saturday, September 9 but was interested in 
attending the first Senate meeting as well. 
President Allen stated that he would like to follow up with the 
four points he highlighted at the Faculty Meeting that was held 
August 28, and seek input advice on another issue. 
The first item he discussed at the Faculty Meeting was 
communication from the President's Office. He asked for any 
ideas the senate may have to enhance that communication so that 
the students, faculty and staff are well informed. In light of 
the apparent tough decisions that will be made this year he 
would like to be sure that communication is as effective and as 
constant as possible. He asked for ideas that will hopefully 
improve that communication and other ideas as well. He and 
Interim Provost Lubker plan to meet with the faculty of each of 
the colleges in an open forum, probably early spring. 
The second point that he made was his views on enrollment, 
including his concerns on enrollment trends, what that means, 
what it will suggest in terms of strategies. He believes it 
will be important to have some growth of student population. He 
realizes it is a huge challenge in terms of demographics in this 
and adjacent states but it is an issue the university needs to 
focus on from an administrative point of view and as an 
institution. There will be a lot of different views, different 
strategies to buy into that objective. Also becoming 
increasingly important is the role tuition plays for revenue, 
and it becomes an economic issue. 
The third issue that he mentioned was the important known 
personnel decisions the he will be faced with, including the 
Vice-President for Academic Affairs and the Provost position. 
He has asked Interim Provost Lubker to continue for an 
additional year. President Allen is pleased that the Interim 
Provost has agreed to do so because he will have more time to 
get a better understanding of this institution and its issues. 
He believes that the appointment of Provost will be his most 
important decision in many ways because that person is so 
important to academic leadership at the university. 
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The second important decision that he must deal with is the 
appointment of Vice-President for Educational Student Affairs. 
This appointment has been put on hold until a task force, headed 
by Dr. John Vallentine, Department Head, School of Music, can 
look at the organizational structure of that unit to make sure 
everyone who should be in it, is included, and if some units 
could be better positioned some place else. That task force is 
working very diligently, meeting twice a week and putting a 
great deal of energy into it. 
The fourth issue, which he put last because it's a huge 
challenge but one that must be faced, is developing the FY 2008 
budget, given some likely assumptions about what the state will 
do, what tuition levels will be, and enrollment numbers. 
Another assumption, which is not so important here but becoming 
increasingly important is income from sponsored funding. Other 
sources of income are earmarked for services that are provided 
through the auxiliary units, such as the Department of 
Residence. Our degrees of freedom are primarily tuition dollars 
and state funding. Private fund raising is very important but 
it can't be used to sustain programs. In his opinion, it can 
only be used to enhance and sustain excellence and for the large 
extras. The process of developing the budget has to involve 
faculty input and faculty advice. He's not yet sure how that is 
done here but he will have more conversations with Interim 
Provost Lubker. There are different ways to get that through 
the Faculty Senate and there are also more direct means. At his 
previous institution as Provost he met with a group, the Faculty 
Senate Budget Advisory Committee, twice a month. It provided a 
good opportunity to have the Provost gain ideas that could then 
be shared with the President about budget issues. 
President Allen stated that we do know that we have $3.5 million 
for recurring costs coming from one-time sources. We can make 
some assumptions about salary and costs increases that we know 
will happen. State funding which has been positive for the 
last two year, which we appreciate, has not been sufficient to 
cover those costs. Jenny Younie, NISG Vice-President and other 
student leaders can tell you that this energy surcharge to 
students was something that was put on late in the process and 
was done because of dire conditions, but it is a one time 
surcharge and also has to be factored into the budget process. 
This will be a very, very challenging budget year, President 
Allen noted. We are, however, hopeful that the state will 
increase its support for higher education and he will continue 
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to push for that as the president of a university and that the 
Board of Regents (BOR) will also continue to do so. 
Those are his four major points, and he hopes that discussion 
issues related to them can be conducted at a later time. He 
would like the Senate's comments on the Campus Conversation, 
which was talked about briefly at the Faculty Senate retreat. 
This has been over a two-year process involving many people on 
campus on how to make UNI a great place to work, to do research, 
teaching and outreach. That is something the Campus Advisory 
Group has been involved with but it is bigger than that, it is 
something that we need to find a way to review and to implement 
their recommendations. There are other peculiar issues relating 
to this campus, such as both faculty and student interest in the 
Thanksgiving break. 
Chair Herndon asked if there were any questions for President 
Allen, noting that the Senate had time to visit with the 
President on various items at the retreat on Saturday. 
Chair Herndon thanked President Allen and invited him to stay 
for the remainder of the meeting. 
President Allen thanked the Senate for inviting him to talk with 
them today, noting that he spent a lot of time with the Faculty 
Senate at Iowa State and to him it is a great source of input, 
conversation and feedback. He looks forward to having some type 
of relationship with this faculty senate. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR HERNDON 
Chair Herndon noted that the first thing that she would like to 
do is acknowledge the tragic events that happened five years ago 
today. 
She thanked all the senators who attended the Faculty Senate 
retreat on Saturday, 9/09, and hoped that it was productive and 
valuable for all. She really appreciated the dialogue with 
President Allen, the discussion about teaching excellence here 
at UNI, and the brief discussion about the university- and 
college-wide election process. She has received additional 
information since Saturday and will look into it further as it 
is information she did not have. 
Chair Herndon stated that at the end of the retreat they 
discussed "Good to Great: Why some companies make the leap and 
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others don't," which she thought President Allen has had cabinet 
members read. Interim Provost Lubker remarked that it was used 
at the Cabinet retreat and again at the Academic Affairs 
retreat, and that it is an interesting book with some good 
ideas. He urged the senate to be more careful about reading the 
sequel, "Good to Great: The social sector" as it offers 
information for a company but not for a university. As you read 
the book you think this is nice for a company but not for a 
university but there are some ideas there that we could use. 
Senator Mvuyekure commented that he learned over the weekend 
that that is the book that Principal Insurance Company in Des 
Moines has been using, so it must be a good book. 
Chair Herndon continued that the suggestion is that perhaps the 
Senate purchase several copies for the senators and put them on 
reserve some place. 
Senator Marshall noted that the library has two copies, one of 
which Dean Mercado purchased and has put in the browsing room. 
It will only be available for circulation for three weeks. If 
the other copy in the stacks is checked out, it will basically 
be gone all year unless it is called back in. 
Senator Gray also noted that all the department heads should 
have a copy, which is another avenue for reading materials. 
Chair Herndon will decide if the Senate should purchase a few 
copies and put them on reserve in the library. As both 
President Allen and Interim Provost Lubker have read the book, 
it would be of interest to the Senate to be familiar with some 
of the ideas they're discussing. 
Chair Herndon noted that the distribution of the Faculty Senate 
minutes, to senator's for their review prior to the meeting, is 
an issue that needs to be reviewed. Do senators want to receive 
those as hard copies or electronically? Dena, Faculty Senate 
Secretary, is concerned about the amount of paper that is used 
and the wear and tear on the Faculty Senate copier, which is an 
older machine. Chair Herndon noted that the green docket sheets 
would still be sent out prior to the meetings. 
Discussion followed with Senator Gray noting that he would 
prefer a hard copy or electronic version in PDF that could be 
opened with any program, over a Microsoft format. 
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Senator Soneson asked when senators would receive the final 
copies. Chair Herndon replied that a final copy of the minutes 
is distributed to all faculty once the Senate has approved the 
minutes, and what is in question here are the minutes from the 
previous meeting that have not been approved by the Senate. 
Senator Soneson reiterated that the senators would get the draft 
of the minutes first through email, download it, review it, and 
then come to the meeting to vote on it at which time it would go 
out to all the faculty. 
The general consensus was that it was ok to email the rough 
draft minutes to Senators prior to their voting on them at the 
meeting. 
Chair Herndon stated that Otto MacLin has agreed to maintain the 
Faculty Senate web site. As material comes in, with both 
information from the senate such as minutes and other 
information, she will get it to him to update the web site. 
Joe Marchesani, ITS, noted that a digital audio copy of the 
meeting could also be available on the web site. 
Chair Herndon reiterated what President Allen previously noted 
on maintaining and improving communication, and that she is 
willing to assist wherever she can and will be representing the 
Faculty Senate in the Campus Advisory Group. A result of the 
Presidential Search process is that an additional group headed 
by Senator Funderburk plans to organize to share agendas and 
ideas. 
Chair Herndon commented that she hopes to meet once or twice a 
semester with the chairs of the college senates, thus having 
another means of communication. 
This past summer she, along with senators who were available, 
had two meetings with Interim Provost Lubker on the budget, as 
he had said he would do last April. She emailed out limited 
comments of these meetings to the Senate; one having to do with 
the surcharge that came up at the end of the spring semester and 
one having to do with the 2007 budget being proposed at the BOR 
meeting. She reported that she and several of the senators also 
met with President Allen earlier in the summer as he was getting 
to know campus leaders, to discuss and offer feedback on various 
topics. 
Chair Herndon reported that she also responded, with the 
assistance of several senators, to the draft to a revision to 
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the Student Conduct Code. It is an extensive revision which was 
approved by the Cabinet. Senators' concerns regarding 
plagiarism were considered primarily academic and forgery issues 
in this document were related to non-academic affairs. This 
document is many pages longer than it was due to the revision, 
and it is available on-line. 
In correspondence with Associate Provost Koch, Chair Herndon 
approved the temporary use of space in the ITTC, the former East 
Gym. Office space for Academic Assessment with Dr. Vinton and 
the Liberal Arts Core (LAC) Office with Dr. Siobahn Morgan were 
both approved, as was space for the Carver Institute Grant. 
This space had initially been planned for the Center for 
Excellence of Teaching and Learning. ITS is located in another 
two offices, there is one additional office space being held for 
the Teaching-Learning Consortium. There is also a conference 
room designed for small groups. Chair Herndon encouraged 
senators to visit that refurbished building, as there is signage 
to direct you. 
Chair Herndon noted that she also represented the Faculty Senate 
on the on-line student assessment process, discussing the ins 
and outs, advantages, disadvantages. This committee was asked 
by the Provost to look at on-line assessment possibilities 
rather than doing the traditional hard copy assessments. 
Information has been circulated on this but she will be sending 
information out to the faculty on this. On-line assessments are 
voluntary and may be used when an instructor holds a class in a 
classroom with computers or is able to take their class to a 
classroom that has computers. It simulates as much as possible 
the paper and pencil assessment. It is a pilot study this 
semester and must take place during classroom time. 
Senator Funderburk asked for clarification, that the faculty 
member could request their class assessment to be done on-line 
if they wish? Chair Herndon responded yes, it is not a 
requirement. 
Chair Herndon reported that she attended her first BOR meeting 
in her official capacity as Faculty Senate Chair in Iowa City. 
She also attended the Council of Provosts with Interim Provost 
Lubker. She found it very fascinating to watch how things 
happen, noted that the host university makes a presentation and 
observed that the Regents do a lot of work. 
She noted that the BOR will be meeting here at UNI on Wednesday 
and Thursday, September 27 and 28. She will look into hosting a 
breakfast for the BOR members, which the Senate has hosted in 
the past. 
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Senator Soneson commented that some time ago, the senators were 
able to meet with the Regents when they came on campus at a 
dinner gathering, which he found to be a wonderful, leisurely 
opportunity to get to know them as people. They also got to 
know the senators as people and when decisions are made it's not 
an anonymous faculty but real people that they are dealing with. 
Interim Provost Lubker responded that dinner would be difficult 
at this meeting because this will be when they do the Regents' 
Awards; they will be having a dinner for those being honored. 
Senator Soneson suggested dinner at a future meeting, and it was 
noted that the Regents will be meeting at UNI again in spring 
semester, during spring break. He noted that any contact the 
senate could have with the Regents would be in our best 
interests. 
Chair Herndon reminded the senators to get the names of their 
alternates to Dena as soon as possible. 
COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER 
Interim Provost Lubker stated that he has a request involving 
curriculum, and he realizes that curriculum belongs to the 
Senate. He would like a task force put together made up of 
members of the Senate, University Curriculum Committee (UCC), 
and the LACC to do a study of what we're doing here with our 
curricula, with our LAC, and see if there are ways to improve, 
make it more efficient, while keeping the kind of quality we 
want to have. As example, he used an idea that came from one of 
the deans at their retreat to consider tweaking the LAC, maybe 
making it a little different, maybe keeping it pretty much as it 
is, but creating a situation so that when a student comes here 
as a first year student, through the process, when she graduates 
with her degree, she also has a second major built on the LAC. 
She will get essentially two majors when she graduates; the LAC 
is 45 credits long, well organized, the length of other majors. 
Perhaps the LACC could make it better, maybe with several lines 
under the LAC, one for education, one for business, and so on. 
The concept would be to sell the fact to student that there is 
an advantage to doing all four or five years here. One of the 
advantages would be when you graduate you have a double major. 
Students could say that they have a degree in, say accounting, 
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and a degree that emphasizes critical thinking, or writing, 
things like that. It's a nice idea but it would have to come 
out of a lot work with the LACC, the UCC, and the Senate. He 
would like to put together a task force to consider something 
like that. The task force would also consider some unpleasant 
things, such as the really long majors here at UNI; should they 
be that long? We also have some really small sections; is there 
a reason to offer them? He would like to have a committee of 
faculty to discuss these issues and bring forward 
recommendations. The only caveat he would place on this is that 
it can't be a pleasant debating group. 
Interim Provost Lubker asked the Senate to give him names for a 
task force to look at this, and he will talk with the LACC and 
the UCC to make a joint task force. 
Chair Herndon ask for volunteers for this task force, noting 
that this would be an acting task force, not a discussion group. 
Senator Soneson asked how often the committee would meet. 
Interim Provost Lubker responded that it would be up to the 
committee, depending on how far reaching the committee decides 
it wants to go. There may be more individual or small group 
work involved once this gets going, or trips to Iowa City or 
Wartburg to see what they are doing. 
Interim Senator Heston asked if there was an anticipated time 
frame as we are starting a curriculum cycle. 
Interim Provost Lubker replied that when he discussed this with 
President Allen he thought it was a great idea with faculty 
cooperation but it would not be completed in one year. This is 
one of those things where quality is more important than speed; 
don't drag it out forever but take the time needed to get the 
results we would want to have. 
Senator Soneson asked if the Senate could have some time to 
think about it, as this would be a major commitment. 
Motion by Senator Funderburk to put "Task Force To Study the UNI 
Curriculumu on the docket for the 9/25/06 meeting to decide if 
the Senate would like to form such a committee; second by 
Senator Gray. Motion passed. 
COMMENTS FROM FACUTY CHAIR, SUE JOSLYN 
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Faculty Chair Joslyn stated that she only has two short 
comments, the first being that she talked with the Northern Iowa 
Student Government (NISG) about the Turnitin.com program to 
provide them with information. They had some legitimate 
questions and she will continue to work with them until those 
questions are answered. 
She also noted that she would like to continue meetings with the 
Academic Rigor group throughout this year and has set three days 
aside for this which she will get out to the faculty once she 
has confirmation on rooms. She tried to switch the days 
somewhat so as to avoid schedule conflicts. All the meetings 
are from noon to 1:00 P.M., with the first meeting being 
Thursday, September 21, the second meeting is scheduled for 
Friday, October 2, and the third meeting Wednesday, December 6. 
The discussions last year were quite interesting and a number of 
great ideas came from those meetings and she welcomes everyone 
to participate, as they are able. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
909 Academic Calendar 2007 - 2012 
Motion to docket in regular order as item #819 by Senator 
O'Kane; second by Senator VanWormer. Motion passed. 
This will be addressed at the September 25 meeting. 
Chair Herndon remarked that the copy that was distributed to the 
senator's was not a color-coded copy which was what she had 
received from Registrar Phil Patton, and noted that the proposed 
Thanksgiving Break stands out on the color-coded copy. 
910 Support for International Faculty at UNI 
Motion to docket in regular order as item #820 by Senator 
Christensen; second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. 
This will also be addressed at the September 25 meeting. 
911 Representation on Honor Code Task Force 
Motion to docket in regular order as item #821 by Senator 
Strauss; second by Senator Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
This will also be addressed at the September 25 meeting. 
NEW BUSINESS 
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Siobahn Morgan has been appointed chair of the Liberal Arts Core 
Committee (LACC), and was present to brief the Senate about the 
plans for the LACC for the coming year. 
Dr. Morgan commented that she wanted to give the Senate an 
opportunity to know who she is, and noted that her appointment 
was considered a one-year temporary position, as needed. She 
noted that she is settling into the position just fine and is 
finding that there are continuing bits of work required by the 
committee including the annual Category Reviews where they 
review certain parts of the LAC and present them to the Faculty 
Senate. This year there will be a review of the new Capstone 
Model, the third and final year of the trial, which will be 
coming forward soon to determine whether to open Capstone to 
everyone on campus. Practically every college on campus has 
contributed to the new Capstone Mode. 
Another discussion will be held on the quality and length of the 
LAC, ways to improve it, make it better for students and getting 
them through UNI a little bit easier, noted Dr. Morgan. She has 
learned thus far that our LAC is very restrictive and some peer 
institutions allow almost every available course to count toward 
to the LAC, and others allow very little. UNI is on the 
"little" end. The other problem related to this is that 
students at community colleges take courses that transfer here 
and are equivalent to some of our courses, and they count as LAC 
courses if taken at community college but not if taken here. It 
is issues like these that the LACC will be addressing. 
Coordinating committees will be set up soon, she also stated. 
These are oversight committees for various parts of the LAC so 
that when the annual reviews come along, there won't be a big 
scramble for data and information. Committees will be kept 
aware of what's going on in terms of grading practices, 
staffing, and other matters like that. 
Dr. Morgan asked that any concerns, questions, or comments about 
the LAC be passed on. She is located in the ITTC, the old East 
G~. 
Dr. Morgan also stated that the LACC needs a senate 
representative, who would be a voting member of the committee. 
The meetings are held Fridays, 8:30 - 10:00 A.M. and anyone 
interested is welcome to attend and find out what the LACC is 
about. 
Interim Senator Heston noted that the LACC was one of the best 
r.ommittees she's ever served on. There are interesting 
discussions and interesting people, and it is an important 
r.ommittee. She urged those with any interest in the LAC and 
with the time available to get involved. 
Chair Herndon thanked Dr. Morgan for attending today's meeting. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
802 Interruption of Classes by Public Safety Personnel 
Chair Herndon noted Lhat there ls nothlng to conlinue with on 
this at this time. 
Multi-Modal Facility Update 
Chair Herndon stated that most of the campus is aware from what 
was in UNI Online recently that the UNI Cabinet has decided to 
not take this project forward but that the committee will 
continue to meet. Senators Licari and Strauss, as 
representatives to the Parking Committee, met on this project 
over the summer. 
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Interim Provost Lubker remarked that there is not a lot to say 
on this at this point but he may have more information at the 
next Senate meeting. The Multi-Modal Facility as it was 
described is not going to happen. There may be a much reduced 
parking ramp put up which certainly meets the need without being 
quite so grandiose but there are no details at this time. 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
817 Emeritus Status request, Marilyn D. Story, Department of 
Or.sign, 'T'ext. ilr.s, Gr.ront.ology anrl Family Studies, effective 
7/06 
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Motion to approve by Senator Marshall; second by Senator Heston. 
As there was no one present to speak on behalf of Dr. Story, 
Chair Herndon reviewed Dr. Story's year of service, noting that 
she has not been active for some time as she has been on 
disability leave since 1993. 
Motion passed with 2 abstentions. 
818 Annual Report of the Military Science Liaison and Advisory 
Committee 
Kenneth Atkinson, Chair, MSLAC Committee and Lieutenant Colonel 
(LTC) Chris Lukasiewicz, Professor of Military Science, were 
present to review the report for the Senate. 
Dr. Atkinson stated that this is the first year that he has 
headed this comrrtittee, and the first year that LTC Lukasiewicz 
has headed this department. The program last year enrolled 108 
students. He noted that many people on campus are not aware 
that the Military Science program here at UNI also oversees 
programs at the University of Dubuque, Loras College, Clarke 
College, as well as the University of Wisconsin - Platteville. 
This is one of the most well exposed programs in the country 
with quite a bit of responsibility. There were 44 contracted 
ROTC cadets in these combined programs. Contracted cadets 
receive about $200,000 in Army scholarships, $16,200 for books, 
and approximately $175,000 in stipends for living expenses. The 
program as a v.rhole currently brings $1.3 million to UNI in 
federal equipment expenditures, employee salaries and financial 
assistance. The program doesn't cost the university anything 
and actually brings money in. 
The students in the program are very active, doing a lot of 
volunteer work. Dr. Atkinson noted that in his capacity as 
Chair of the MSLAC, he has personally evaluated every instructor 
in the program. UNI's program is ranked in the top 15% 
nationally even though it is a small program. In March the 
program was evaluated by Brigade Commander CoJonel Jack 
Humphrey, who overseas ROTC programs in eight states. He gave 
our program a very wonderful evaluati.on and spoke very highly of 
the support from UNT. 
Dr. Atkinson is happy to report that the program has emphasized 
n:ligiolis lit.erAr:y Anrl int.e rn=o, ligous rlialogue i_n the program and 
rloes rJ <JTP.Flt riP.Fll of work in tr.;"Jr.hin<J its st11rlr.nts ;=Jhollt th0. 
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United Nations, other cultures and peacekeeping forces. LTC 
Lukasiewicz has served a number of tours in Bosnia as part of an 
international peacekeeping force and supports this aspect of the 
program. The program is very rigorous and the classes are very 
intense. As a former military person, having spent four years 
in active duty, Dr. Atkinson stated that the training the 
students receive here is top-notch. He would rather have them 
attend a program like this than the military academy because of 
the broad base education they receive in humanities and the 
training they receive in cultures. 
LTC Lukasiewicz reported that the program has 121 cadets, up 
from 108 last year, with the enrollment increased at the tri-
colleges in Dubuque, with 48 enrolled cadets, which is almost 
double from last year. The enrollment at UNI has gone down 
about 10 cadets. There are currently 50 contracted cadets with 
the difference between an enrolled cadet and a contracted cadet 
being that an enrolled cadet is one whot has just signed up to 
take classes in the Military Science Department. Any student 
can take classes in the Military Science Department, especially 
the Military Survival Skills class wh ich is a :100 level class . 
A contracted cadet is one who is enrolled in the ROTC program 
and wants to pursue a career as an officer. The ROTC's job is 
to train these students to become officers and to eventually 
commission them as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army. 
In the last five or six years, UNI has always made their 
mission. He receives a yea r. Jy mjssion fr.om Cadet Command, which 
is in charge of all cadets across the country with 279 
universities participating . !lis mi ssi.on this year is twelve 
corru'1lissioncd cadets; lust yc.:tr it w.:ts 14; and it is due to 
increase to 1.5 or more in 2008 . [[e has a yearly mission to 
comrnission 15 Second Lieutenants in the National Cu.:1rd, the 1\.rm.y 
Reserve and for active duty. The thing about the UNT ond 
Dubuque programs that is unique is that 80~ arc comrnissioned 
into th(• N.;~tic)n~ll GIJ,Jrd 0nd Rt:·sorvc·, 0.s opposE·d to thi? 0ctiv!? 
Army, thus benefiting both the Army 0nd tho Stato of Towa. 
Senator. VanWo rmer asked how many graduates of the program have 
~?ndod up in Traq or Afghanistan, indir~?ctJy through thi? Nation0l 
( .. ., "1 .... .... ,-4 
"'-JU\..A..J..\..A• 
LTC LukL\siewicz · re~:ponded th.:tt he did not know th.:At nurnber right 
off tho top of his head. Currently there are graduat~?s from UNI 
thL\t L\re serving in IrL\q und 1\.fghL\nistun, L\nd the former PMS 
that he replaced , Col. Stavnc.s, S(•rv(•d •:I to1.1r in AfcJh,_tni stan 
.:tfl_e.r: he leiL UNI. TileL·e .Ct.Le cr:~.deLs Lh.:t.l_ q.r:.Jdur::t.Led l.:tsL yea..c 
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and have completed their basic training and some are deployed in 
Iraq. 
Senator VanWormer stated that she is very concerned about that 
as she is a peace person and she always makes an objection, but 
she has always been impressed with the ROTC committee. She has 
been opposing ROTC since 1970 and she cannot sit here without 
making a statement for peace. She does not think that students 
should sign up for ROTC at this time, or ever, as it is a really 
bad time for them to get involved in something where they are 
killing people, getting killed or maimed. The suicide cases are 
high and she wanted to express that. 
Interim Provost Lubker commented that he attended the ceremony 
last year and he was struck by the enthusiasm, dedication and 
pride these men and women had in the ceremony. They were doing 
something terribly important to them and it had to be due to 
what was happening to them as students. 
LTC Lukasiewicz responded that this is a war business and they 
can be looked on as killers. But he has served two peacekeeping 
tours and has never killed anyone, which is more the norm than 
the exception in the Army. In the last ten years, the Army has 
been more of a peacekeeping force than a warring faction force. 
Although it is in their job description to be as some people 
would like to say a "war mongeru, it is more the exception than 
the rule. 
Dr. Atkinson remarked that he would like second that. He 
considers himself a peace activist but he served in the military 
and most people in military programs are very much for peace. 
We may differ with the faculty as to how to maintain peace but 
much of the military today is working with multi-cultural forces 
to keep peace, peace between the religious factions, especially 
in the Middle East. He wouldn't support a program to just maim 
and kill people. This is a program very much like a police 
department in a sense, violence when it's necessary to maintain 
peace. And this is something he has seen stressed very much in 
this program. He is very proud to say that they stress inter-
religious dialogue; they have lectures and talks about other 
religions. In his experience with the military, that was one of 
the biggest handicaps; officers and soldiers did not know about 
other religions and cultures. He is very proud to be part of a 
program that stresses the educational humanities; the religions 
of the world and, through the classes they receive here, 
prevention of violence. 
Chair Herndon asked when they talk about each contracted cadet 
receiving over $200,000 in Army scholarships, is that each 
individual? 
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LTC Lukasiewicz responded that is the total amount of 
scholarship dollars. Not all contracted cadets are on 
scholarships; only those who ask for scholarships will receive 
or compete for scholarships. They provide tuition assistance, 
but no room and board. In comparison with the University of 
Dubuque, their tuition is about three times that at UNI. When a 
cadet in Dubuque receives a scholarship, it's a little over 
$17,000 in federal government funds that are going toward his 
tuition. That student still has to come up with the monies for 
room and board on his own. They also pay a stipend to cadets 
each month, depending on grade level, freshman through senior, 
beginning at $350 per month up to $500 per month as a senior, 
which is not part of the scholarship money. 
LTC Lukasiewicz also noted that there are ten faculty cadre 
members who work at UNI and Dubuque; one permanent cadre member 
at Dubuque and nine at UNI. All cadre members are funded by the 
government, not UNI. The part-time secretary is the only one 
who is funded by UNI. The rest of the monies are provided by 
the government, which is where the $1.3 million in federal funds 
that goes to the university comes from. It is a combination of 
scholarship, faculty costs and fees. Furniture and computers 
also come from Cadet Command to help run the program. 
Motion to receive the report by Senator Heston; second by 
Senator Strauss. Motion passed with one abstention. 
Chair Herndon thanked Dr. Atkinson and LTC Lukasiewicz for their 
report. 
Senator Soneson asked on the status of Docketed item #802 
Interruption of Classes by Public Safety Personnel. Chair 
Herndon responded that she does not know where that stands and 
she will pursue that with Public Safety. 
OTHER BUSINESS 
Chair Herndon asked the Senate if there were any other items 
that they would like to bring forward. 
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Senator O'Kane distributed information, "A Call for a Discussion 
of Post-Tenure Review," which he compiled from the Senate's 
discussion at their retreat. Chair Herndon noted that this came 
out of the discussion on teaching excellence and is for the 
Senate to review. 
Motion to bring this issue forward as a calendar item for the 
September 25, 2006 meeting by Senator O'Kane; second by Senator 
Tallakson. Motion pass~d with one abstention. 
Senator Heston asked about getting the Proposed Academic 
Calendar out to all faculty to examine before the Senate 
discusses and votes on it. Otherwise, due to the process the 
Senate follows, the Senate will be discussing and voting on it 
before the faculty actually know it has come to the Senate. 
Chair Herndon agreed that it would be helpful to do so and she 
would follow up on doing so. 
Senator Christensen asked if the Senate would be getting the 
electronic version of the Post-Tenure Review document circulated 
to the faculty. 
Senator Heston added that she would also like to include the 
Post-Tenure Review document that Senator O'Kane put together to 
also be circulated to the faculty. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn noted that if something is to be sent to 
the entire faculty it either has to be included in the body of 
the message or there has to be a web site link; they don't like 
to have attachments sent electronically. 
Senator Funderburk noted that Frank Thompson has printed out 
some guidelines by AAUP suggesting ideas on pes-tenure reviews, 
their recommendations for minimum standards for setting it up, 
possible pitfalls and some guidelines. If we are going to 
distribute this initial idea to the full faculty, it might be 
appropriate to distribute the AAUP guidelines at least to the 
senators. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Motion to adjourn by Senator Soneson; second by Senator Hitlan. 
Motion passed. 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:25 P.M. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dena Snowden 
Faculty Senate Secretary 
Date: 
To: 
From: 
April 17, 2006 
Dr. Ronnie Bankston, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
Prof. Kenneth Atkinson 
Chair, MSLAC Committee 
Subject: Annual Report of the Military Science Liaison and 
Advisory Committee 
As chair of the Military Science Liaison and Advisory Committee 
(MSLAC), I am submitting the committee's annual report for 
academic year 2005-2006. This report is for the University 
Faculty Senate's information only. No special action is 
requested. The MSLAC met once each semester during 2005-2006. 
Its membership included Michael Walters, Assistant Professor of 
Biology; Catherine Palczewski, Professor of Communication 
Studies; Jonathan Schwabe, Associate Professor of Music; Janet 
Drake, Associate Professor of Computer Science, Robert Dise, 
Associate Professor of History and myself, Kenneth Atkinson, 
Associate Professor of Religion. I was elected chair of the 
MSLAC in autumn 2005. 
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LTC Chris E. Lukasiewicz joined the Department of Military 
Science qS professor and department head in July of 2005. Under 
his continued leadership, the Department enjoyed another 
successful year. The Department is still rated in the top 15% 
nationally. This year the program was recognized as the top 
performing mid-sized program in the Brigade. The Department will 
exceed its mission of commissioning 14 cadets. At least 15 or 16 
cadets will receive their commission. The Department has a new 
mandate to commission 14 cadets beginning in 2008. The program 
expects to exceed this requirement and commission 15 cadets for 
the next several years. These figures show the success of the 
program. 
The ROTC Department currently enrolls 108 students in Military 
Science courses at UNI and with our partnership schools in 
Dubuque (University of Dubuque, Loras College, and Clark 
College) and the University of Wisconsin, Platteville. Classes 
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at the latter institution are offered at the University of 
Dubuque. Eighty-seven of the students in these programs are 
enrolled at UNI while 21 attend the Dubuque and Platteville 
programs. There is one permanent military cadre at the 
University of Dubuque, COL Kammiller, and one part time cadre 
member, MSG Weis. A full-time cadre with the rank of Captain is 
expected to join the staff in Dubuque this summer. Currently, 
the UNI ROTC cadre provides the bulk of instruction and 
supervision for these programs. The staff commutes to teach 
classes in Dubuque at least once a week. At the present time, 
there are 44 contracted ROTC cadets in all of these programs. 
Each contracted cadet receives over $200,000.00 in Army 
Scholarship dollars, $16,200.00 for books and approximately 
another $175,000.00 in stipend for living expenses this school 
year. Currently UNI Army ROTC brings $1.3 million dollars to the 
UNI campus in federal equipment expenditure, employee salaries, 
and financial assistance to University students. 
The Department of Military Science continues to remain active 
with the Leadership Studies Advisory Committee directed by 
Geraldine Perreault, Associate Professor and Director of 
leadership Studies. The department not only provides support for 
this program, but also participates in its programs and panels 
throughout the year. The department is also working with a 
student in the Art Department to establish an on-campus memorial 
for 2LT Brian Gienau (BA 2003), who was killed in action in Iraq 
in February 2005. Recently, the program has established an 
agreement with the athletic training department to treat ROTC 
injuries. 
The UNI cadets remain active on campus and in community life. 
Several cadets are active in the Big Brother/Big Sister 
activities while others continue to support the Combat Hunger 
drive, Relay for Life, and many other athletic events on campus. 
Several cadets have recently won awards. Cadet Barry Williams 
from the University of Dubuque is the recipient of the George C. 
Marshall Award. He attended a national security seminar in 
Roanoke, VA, this past week. Cadet Jason Feldt from UNI and 
cadet Paul Pease, from University of Dubuque are the recipients 
of the Governor's Cup award, given annually by the Iowa Governor 
to the top cadet in each ROTC class. 
In March, the Department was visited and evaluated by the 
Brigade Commander Colonel Jack Humphrey, who overseas ROTC 
programs in eight states. Col. Humphrey met with President Koob, 
LTC Lukasiewicz, the UNI ROTC cadre and cadets, and myself as 
chair of the MSLAC. Col Humphrey wrote a highly favorable report 
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of the UN! ROTC program and the programs it oversees in the 
Dubuque area. He was highly impressed with the quality of the 
UN! ROTC cadre, which he commented work together much better 
than other programs that he oversees. Col. Humphrey also 
commented that President Koob and UN! have been highly 
supportive of the program. During his meeting with Col. Humprey, 
President Koob expressed no major issues or concerns. President 
Koob confirmed that the ROTC's home, the West Gym, is scheduled 
for major renovations in the near future. 
One of the major responsibilities of MSLAC is to evaluate the 
teaching faculty of the Military Science Department. This year 
members of the MSLAC committee evaluated LTC Lukasiewicz, Major 
Ussery, Sergeant First Class Chabotte, and Major Randy S. 
Herman. In addition, the chair of the MSLAC committee evaluated 
all instructors. The evaluators were able to observe a variety 
of instructional situations, ranging from discussions of ethics, 
military organization, military strategy, knot tying, and 
survival strategies. All instructors frequently use PowerPoint 
presentations. All the observers commented that each instructor 
had an excellent rapport with the students. The students all 
seemed interested and asked numerous questions. All instructors 
were able to answer each and every question and provide personal 
examples from their own military career. In the advanced 
courses, the students were challenged by the instructors to take 
the role of a leader and design a mission. Students were 
required to explain how they would deal with various ethical 
issues such as civilians on the battlefield. 
The previous heads of the ROTC program have emphasized religious 
literacy and interreligious dialogue. LTC Lukasiewicz has served 
two tours in Bosnia as part of an international peacekeeping 
force and supports this aspect of the program. Through guest 
lectures, students learn about Islam and other religions and 
cultures where they are likely to serve. UNI's cadre all have 
experience in dealing with other religions and cultures and are 
able to provide students will personal examples of situations 
they are likely to face in future deployments. 
Overall, the faculty evaluations of the UN! ROTC cadre were 
outstanding. All cadre use a collaborative teaching style that 
requires active student participation. One reviewer commented 
that LTC Lukasiewicz is an outstanding professor, whose years of 
teaching at the United Sates Naval Academy show "in his 
masterful classroom technique." The only negative assessments 
dealt with the quality of the facilities. It was noted that the 
ROTC classrooms have very poor lighting and acoustics. One large 
room used as a classroom was originally a racquetball court and 
has inadequate illumination. 
The results of student evaluations of Military Science faculty 
in the Spring Term of 2005 were very strong. This year 49% of 
the students rated their instructors as "Highly Effective'' (vs. 
61.3% last year), 49% rated them as "Effectiveu (vs. 34.4% last 
year), and 1.88% rated them as "Ineffective'' (vs. 4.3% last 
year). Learning satisfaction ratings were nearly as high: 
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56.6% were "Highly Satisfiedu (vs. 58.1% last year); 40% were 
"Satisfiedu (vs. 38.7% last year); while 3.3% were 
"Dissatisfiedu (vs. 3.2% last year). It should be noted that the 
program, in addition to acquiring a new head, has undergone 
several personnel changes. Yet, the faculty and student 
evaluations demonstrate that these changes have not diminished 
the quality of the program. 
To sum up: In the opinion of the MSLAC, the Department of 
Military Science continues to make a solid contribution to the 
teaching mission of the University, and continues to contribute 
in a very positive way to the community and to the region, 
particularly through its satellite program in Dubuque. As in 
the past, it participates actively in the University community, 
it funds the attendance of students at UNI through scholarship 
dollars, and it considerably exceeds the Army's standards for a 
successful ROTC unit. 
Kenneth Atkinson 
Associate Professor of Religion 
Department of Philosophy and Religion 
Chair, MSLAC 
